No Sew Base Rail Assembly Instructions

EXPOSED BASERAIL

1. With the blind face down and the bottom closest to you, run a crease line across the entire length of the blind at the predetermined mark. Fold the base of the blind onto itself and insert the Romatech Spline.
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2. Place the Base Rail applicator onto the end of the base rail
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3. Pinch the fabric and slide the Base Rail Applicator onto the exposed Romatech Spline and onto the fabric.

![Images of step 3]
4 While continuing to pinch the fabric, proceed to slide the Base Rail Profile along the width of the fabric until the outer end is level with the edge of the skin. NOTE – be sure to **Push** the Base Rail Profile **Do Not** Pull the Base Rail Profile using the Base Rail Applicator.

5 Continue to **push** the Base Rail Profile until you have reached the opposite side of the blind & remove the applicator.

6 Place Double Sided Tape along the length of the Base Rail **above** the opening and remove backing paper.

7 Complete the steps as outlined in the following pictures.
8. After folding back fabric as per picture 7 & 8 proceed to cut away excess fabric as per pictures 9 & 10

   Note: Ensure you cut away at the bottom of the slot

9. Lay the insert cover strip over the profile – picture 11, inserting one edge into the channel as shown in picture
10 Proceed to tap the insert cover strip into the profile with a soft mallet

11 Insert Endcaps

12 Completed Base Rail
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No Sew Base Rail Assembly Instructions

ENCLOSED BASERAIL

1. With the blind face up and the bottom closest to you, run a crease line across the entire length of the blind at the predetermined mark. Fold the base of the blind onto itself and insert the Romatech Spline.

2. Place the Base Rail applicator onto the end of the base rail

3. Pinch the fabric and slide the Base Rail Applicator onto the exposed Romatech Spline and onto the fabric.
4. While continuing to pinch the fabric, proceed to slide the Base Rail Profile along the width of the fabric until the outer end is level with the edge of the skin. NOTE – be sure to **Push** the Base Rail Profile **Do Not** Pull the Base Rail Profile using the Base Rail Applicator
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5. Continue to push the Base Rail Profile until you have reached the opposite side of the blind & remove the applicator

![Images of Pushing and Pulling the Applicator](image3.png)

6. Place Double Sided Tape along the length of the Base Rail **under** the opening and remove backing paper

![Images of Placing Double Sided Tape](image4.png)

7. Complete the steps as outlined in the following pictures
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8. After folding back fabric as per picture 4 & 5 proceed to cut away excess fabric as per pictures 6 & 7

   Note: Ensure you cut away at the top of the slot

9. Lay the insert cover strip as picture 8, inserting one edge into the channel as picture 9
10. Proceed to tap the insert cover strip into the profile with a soft mallet

11. Insert Endcaps

12. Completed Base Rail